
OLOGY PRODUCT 
UPGRADE
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NEW Active Touch
Active Touch reminds users to change posture with  Active Motion: subtle 
desk movements that encourage users to move throughout the day. Users 
can create a  profile with preset desk heights and preferred intervals  of 
sitting and standing.

NEW Simple Touch
New up/down control with improved function and design replace standard 
up/down control. Simple Touch allows for intuitive adjustments, enabling  
users to quickly and quietly change postures by tapping  the controller in the 
direction they’d like the desk to move. Available in antimicrobial surfaces to 
support a more health-conscious environment.

NEW RISE APP 
Works With Active Touch Desks
Workers spend a significant portion of their lifes at work — often sitting for 
hours at a time, every day. To encourage healthy postures and movement 
Steelcase developed the Rise app, making it simple for workers to take 
workplace wellbeing into their own hands. 
When users connect their Rise app to any compatible desk, the saved 
settings are automatically applied, saving users time and headspace, no 
matter which office building or campus they are working at. With posture 
and activity tracking and an option to set movement reminders throughout 
the day, users will experience healthier, happier and more productive 
days at work.

Soon AvAilAble in The App STore or GooGle plAy

CurrENt Intuitive lift Interface

CurrENt Programmable lift Interface
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UPGRADE │ OlOGy USER INTERFACE

yOUR OlOGy INTERFACE IS ChANGING........
Please note that new orders of Ology will come with new user interface as indicated below



WHAt IS NEW
New electrical system for controllers means they are not•

retrofittable on existing product in the market. However existing

customers can still order the old system if they wish to do so

untill novemver 2018.

new system uses 66% less energy in standby mode.•

Collision sensor as standard in new desks.•
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SIG Workplace, 
First Floor, 
Ballymount Retail Centre, 
Ballymount, 
Dublin 24.

WHAt IS NOt CHANGING
no change in pricing or discounting.•

no change to model codes.•

No change to desk aesthetics apart from controllers.•

no change on ology eco desk system.•

5 Year warranty on existing Ology Desks.•
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